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P-STRANDING UNDER SLUICING
IN A NON-P-STRANDING
LANGUAGE?
Sandra Stjepanović
West Virginia University

Merchant (2001) formulates the following generalization, based on a
survey of twenty languages:
(1) A language L will allow preposition stranding under sluicing
iff L allows preposition stranding under regular wh-movement. (p. 92)
One language included in his survey is Serbo-Croatian (SC). The SC
data he provides as evidence for the generalization in (1) are these (p.
97):
(2) a. Sa kim
je Ana govorila?
with whom.INST is Ana spoken
‘Who did Ana speak with?’
b. *Kim
je govorila Ana sa?
whom.INST is spoken Ana with
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c. Ana je govorila sa nekim,
ali ne znam
Ana is spoken with someone.INST but not I.know
*(sa) kim.
with whom.INST
‘Ana spoke with someone, but I don’t know who with.’

1 Sa Kim ‘with whom.INST’ versus *Kim ‘whom.INST’
As mentioned above, the data in (2) seem to support the generalization
in (1). However, we cannot rely on those data in making conclusions
about P-stranding in SC. Consider (3)–(5).
(3) Marko se ponosi
Marijom / nekom djevojkom /
Marko REFL takes.pride Marija.INST / some girl.INST /
ne?im.
something.INST
‘Marko is proud of Marija / some girl / something.’
(4) *(Sa) kim
se Marko ponosi?
with whom.INST REFL Marko takes.pride
‘Who is Marko proud of ?’
se Marko
(5) (?*Sa) kojom djevojkom / (?*Sa) ?im
with which girl.INST /
with what.INST REFL Marko
ponosi?
takes.pride
‘Which girl / What is Marko proud of ?’
The example in (3) shows that the verb ponositi se ‘to take pride’
selects an instrumental object without the P sa ‘with’. The examples
in (4) and (5) show that the instrumental animate wh-phrase kim has
to appear with sa ‘with’ even when sa is not required by the syntactic
selectional properties of the verb, while other instrumental wh-phrases,
such as ?im ‘what’ or kojom djevojkom ‘which girl’ in (5) do not.1
This state of affairs suggests that there is simply no bare form kim;2
1
Some speakers allow examples like (5) to emerge both with the P and
without it. However, this has no effect on the point I am making: no speakers
I have questioned (including myself) accept dropping the P in examples with
sa kim such as (4). They judge them as unacceptable as the sluicing example
in (2c).
2
An anonymous reviewer wonders whether it is possible to test the claim
that there is no form kim independent of wh-movement. Unfortunately, it is
not, because SC is a multiple wh-fronting language and requires all wh-phrases
(except D-linked ones) to front (see, e.g., Bo'ković 2002).
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However, in what follows I first show that on the basis of these data,
we cannot establish whether sluicing gives rise to P-stranding in SC
or not. I then show that SC, surprisingly, does seem to allow Pstranding under sluicing, unlike under wh-movement. Upon closer
scrutiny, however, such facts do not necessarily threaten Merchant’s
generalization in (1). This is because there are data indicating that the
loss of the P under sluicing may not be due to P-stranding.
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kim always occurs with a P.3 Since Ps with kim seem to be ‘‘unstrandable’’ for independent reasons, we should not make conclusions
regarding P-stranding based on examples involving this wh-phrase.
When we look at how PPs not involving kim behave with respect to
P-stranding under wh-movement and under sluicing, the results are
surprising. Some examples are given in (6).

In these examples, Ps cannot be stranded under wh-movement, but
they can go missing under sluicing. Note that this type of behavior is
limited to simple sluicing contexts. It does not occur in other types of
ellipsis such as VP-ellipsis (7), comparative ellipsis (8), or gapping
(9), or in some constructions that do involve sluicing such as sluicing
under sprouting (10) or multiple sluicing (11).
(7) Protiv koga
će oni glasati, a *(protiv)
against whom.GEN will they vote and against
koga
/ ?ega
ćete vi?
whom.GEN / what.GEN will you
‘Against whom will they vote, and against whom / against
what will you?’

3
Kim can occur as complement of a few other Ps (e.g., za ‘for’, pred ‘in
front of’). The P is unstrandable in these cases, too, as illustrated in (i) for za.

(i) Petar je plakao za nekim,
ali ne znam *(za) kim.
Petar is cried for someone.INST but not I.know for whom.INST
‘Petar cried for someone, but I don’t know for whom.’
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(6) a. Protiv ?ega
je Petar glasao?
against what.GEN is Petar voted
‘What did Petar vote against?’
b. *Čega
je Petar glasao protiv?
what.GEN is Petar voted against
c. Petar je glasao protiv ne?ega,
ali ne znam
Petar is voted against something.GEN but not I.know
(protiv) ?ega.
against what.GEN
‘Petar voted against something, but I don’t know what.’
d. Sa kojom djevojkom je Ana govorila?
with which girl.INST is Ana spoken
‘Which girl did Ana speak with?’
e. *Kojom djevojkom je Ana govorila sa?
which girl.INST is Ana spoken with
f. Ana je govorila sa nekom djevojkom, ali ne
Ana is spoken with some girl.INST
but not
znam (sa) kojom djevojkom.
I.know with which girl.INST
‘Ana spoke with some girl, but I don’t know with which
girl.’
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(8) O
kojoj djevojci je on vi'e mislio nego 'to je
about which girl.LOC is he more thought than what is
*(o)
kojem momku?
about which guy.LOC
‘About which girl did he think more than he did about which
guy?’

(10) Petar je glasao, ali ne znam *(protiv) ?ega.4
Petar is voted but not I.know against what.GEN
‘Petar voted, but I don’t know against what.’
(11) Neko
je glasao protiv ne?ega, ali ne znam
someone is voted against something but not I.know
ko
*(protiv) ?ega.5
who.NOM against what.GEN
‘Someone voted against something, but I don’t know who
against what.’
Thus, on the face of it, examples like (6a–f) seem to be counterexamples to the generalization in (1). But are they necessarily? They
would not be if it could be shown that they do not involve P-stranding,
that is, the syntactic movement of the wh-complement of P out of PP
(see, e.g., Hornstein and Weinberg 1981, Kayne 1984, Koopman 1997,
Abels 2003, Bo'ković 2004a), followed by elision of P due to sluicing.
In the next section, I present data arguing that P is in fact lost in
sluicing for other reasons.

4
For evidence that P-stranding under sprouting is also not allowed in
English and the reasons why, see Chung, to appear.
5
For evidence that cases like (11) involve multiple sluicing rather than
gapping, see Stjepanović 2003.
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(9) a. Protiv koga
će oni glasati, a ?*(protiv)
against whom.GEN will they vote and
against
koga
vi?
whom.GEN you
‘Against whom will they vote, and against whom will
you?’
b. Protiv koga
će oni glasati, a *(protiv)
against whom.GEN will they vote and against
?ega
vi?
what.GEN you
‘Against whom will they vote, and against what will
you?’
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2 No P-Stranding?
Consider the following SC examples:

In (12), the antecedent of sluicing is a coordinated phrase with two
PP conjuncts headed by two different Ps. Furthermore, the remnant
in the target clause is a coordinated phrase consisting of what on
the surface look like two coordinated wh-NPs that correspond to the
indefinite complements of Ps in the antecedent. Note also that the NPs
in the remnant do not need to have the same morphological case.
Now, if the remnants in (12) are remnants of sluicing, and if they are
coordinated PPs that have lost their Ps at some point in the derivation,
as one would expect given their antecedents, then we would have a
strong argument that the P-loss in the remnants is not due to Pstranding. This is because under no current theory of movement can
the coordinated remnant phrase move as a constituent, while stranding
the two Ps.6 The question, then, is how this coordinated remnant is
derived and what its structure is.
There are three ways the remnant could be derived: either it is a
base-generated fragment (along the lines proposed in Van Riemsdijk
1978), or it involves pseudosluicing (a cleft clause strategy), or it is
a result of sluicing.
It is easy to show that the remnants in (12) are not base-generated
fragments. The data involving A- and variable binding lead us to this
conclusion. Consider (13).

6
Note that for this reason, (12a–b) also cannot be analyzed in terms of
the island repair strategies in sluicing discussed in Lasnik 2001, Fox and Lasnik
2003, and Boeckx and Lasnik 2006, among others.
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(12) a. Petar je sakrio igra?ku ispod jedne stolice
i
Petar is hidden toy
under one chair.GEN and
pored jednog zida,
ali ne znam (ispod)
beside one
wall.GEN but not I.know under
koje stolice
i (pored) kojeg zida.
which chair.GEN and beside which wall.GEN
‘Petar hid the toy under a chair and beside a wall, but I
don’t know which chair and which wall.’
b. Petar je glasao za ne'to
i protiv
Petar is voted for something.ACC and against
ne?ega,
ali ne znam (za) 'ta
i
something.GEN but not I.know for what.ACC and
(protiv) ?ega.
against what.GEN
‘Petar voted for something and against something, but I
don’t know for what and against what.’
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These data show that the remnants exhibit A-binding connectivity
effects for Conditions A, B, and C (13a–b), as well as bound variable
connectivity effects (13c). However, the only way the remnants can
be bound in these examples is if we posit that they are part of a full
IP at some point, with the subjects Petar and svako ‘everyone’ ccommanding the reflexive, the pronoun, the R-expression, and the
variable. Under the base-generated-fragment approach, it would be
difficult to account for how binding occurs here. This approach would
at best require either a rather novel view of binding or a novel and
elaborate way of generating the necessary structure and integrating

7
For evidence that reflexives in SC need a clausemate antecedent, see
Zlatić 1996.
8
Notice that these examples involve matrix sluicing. The loss of P is
possible under matrix sluicing as well.
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(13) a. Petari je sjeo pored nekog svogi prijatelja i ispod
Petar is sat beside some self friend.GEN and under
nekog drveta, ali ne znam (pored) kojeg svogi
some tree.GEN but not I.know beside which self
prijatelja i (ispod) kojeg drveta.
friend.GEN and under which tree.GEN
‘Petari sat beside a friend of hisi and under a tree, but I
don’t know beside which friend of hisi and under which
tree.’7
b. Petari je sjeo pored nekog Petrovog*i/j / njegovog*i/j
Petar is sat beside some Petar’s
/ his
prijatelja i ispod nekog drveta. (Pored) kojeg
friend.GEN and under some tree.GEN beside which
Petrovog*i/j / njegovog*i/j prijatelja i (ispod)
Petar’s
/ his
friend.GEN and under
kojeg drveta?8
which tree.GEN
‘Petari sat beside a friend of Petar’s*i/j / his*i/j and under
a tree. Which friend of Petar’s*i/j / his*i/j and which tree?’
c. Svakoi je sjeo pored nekog svogi prijatelja i
everyone is sat beside some self friend.GEN and
ispod nekog drveta, ali ne znam (pored) kojeg
under some tree.GEN but not I.know beside which
svogi prijatelja i (ispod) kojeg drveta.
self friend.GEN and under which tree.GEN
‘Everyonei sat beside a friend of hisi and under a tree,
but I don’t know beside which friend of hisi and under
which tree.’
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the fragment into it.9 Given this, I conclude that it is not the right
approach.10
The remnants in (12) are also not derived by pseudosluicing of
the type illustrated in (14) and discussed in Merchant 2001:116.
(14) Someone just left—guess who (it was

that just left).

There are several reasons why. Consider (15) from SC.

First, sluicing the cleft clause in SC is not possible. While the second
conjunct in (15) sounds awkward when it contains a full cleft clause,
it is much better than when the cleft clause is sluiced, as indicated.
Second, even if sluicing the cleft clause were possible, we would still

9
A base-generation approach that has the potential to account for the
binding connectivity effects includes the ‘‘nonmovement’’ theories of sluicing
proposed in Chung, Ladusaw, and McCloskey 1995 and Lobeck 1995, among
others. Under this account, a P-less NP remnant is base-generated in Spec,CP,
and the complement of C is a null IP. At LF, this null IP is replaced by copying
the antecedent IP, with the remnant binding a variable provided by the indefinite
in the copied IP, as in (i).

(i) a. Petar je glasao protiv nekoga,
ali ne znam
Petar is voted against someone.GEN but not I.know
[ CP koga
C [ IP e]] N at Spell-Out
who.GEN
‘Petar voted against someone, but I don’t know who.’
b. Petar je glasao protiv nekoga, ali ne znam [ CP kogax C [ IP Petar je
glasao protiv nekogax]] N at LF
However, although successful at first sight, this account faces problems. It
predicts that all non-P-stranding languages allow P-omission under sluicing,
which is not the case (see Merchant 2001). Also, SC itself may cause a problem
for the account, since Ps cannot be omitted under sluicing in all situations in
this language either, as shown in (7)–(11). Given that it overgenerates, I conclude that it is not the right account.
10
Note that examples with simple rather than coordinated remnants exhibit
the same behavior with respect to these connectivity effects. Space constraints
prevent me from providing such examples, but they can be obtained by omitting
the second conjunct in the correlate and the remnant in (13a–c).
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i pored
(15) Petar je sakrio igra?ku ispod jedne stolice
Petar is hidden toy
under one chair.GEN and beside
jednog zida,
ali ne znam koja stolica
i
one
wall.GEN but not I.know which chair.NOM and
koji zid
*(su to bili
ispod koje
which wall.NOM are that been.PL under which.GEN.FEM
i pored kojeg
je on sakrio igra?ku).
and beside which.GEN.MASC is he hidden toy
‘Petar hid the toy under a chair and beside a wall, but I
don’t know which chair and which wall it was under which
and beside which he hid the toy.’
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(16) Petari je sjeo pored neke svojei prijateljice, ali ne
Petar is sat beside some self friend.GEN but not
znam koja *svoja / njegovai / Petrovai prijateljica
I.know which self / his
/ Petar’s friend.NOM
*(je to bila pored koje je on sjeo).
is it been beside which is he sat
‘Petari sat beside a friend of hisi , but I don’t know which
friend of hisi it was beside which he sat.’
Given these facts, I am forced to conclude that the remnants in (12)
are not instances of pseudosluicing. On the other hand, if we say that
they are remnants of regular sluicing, we straightforwardly account
for both types of connectivity effects.
Now that we have seen that the remnants in (12) are sluices, the
question is what their structures are. Given that their correlates are
coordinated PPs, one expects the remnants to be coordinated PPs,
whose Ps have been lost in the course of derivation. However, an
anonymous reviewer suggests that they might also be coordinated CPs,
with each PP undergoing wh-movement within its CP and losing its
P at some point in the derivation. Note that this state of affairs would
not exclude the possibility that P-loss could be due to P-stranding
under sluicing. However, if the data are sufficiently controlled, we
can show that P-loss under sluicing is possible in coordinated PPs.
Consider first the meaning of (12a). This sentence can be understood
as involving a single place (under a chair and beside a wall) where
Petar hid the toy. This is confirmed by the fact that the sentence E,
da mi je znati gdje je to mjesto! ‘Eh, I’d really like to know where
that place is!’ can naturally follow (12a). The availability of this interpretation indicates that the remnant in (12a) can consist of conjoined
PPs. If the remnant is a coordinated CP (with sluicing occurring in
both conjuncts), then the only interpretation that should be obtained
is one where the remnant denotes two places; that is, its meaning
should be equivalent to the meaning of its unsluiced counterpart.
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have evidence that cases like (12a–b) do not involve pseudosluicing.
The evidence is based on case and binding connectivity effects. P-less
remnants display case connectivity effects, having exactly the case
that is assigned by the missing Ps, while the pivots of cleft clauses,
which would be remnants of pseudosluicing, do not. The remnants in
(12a), for instance, are genitive, because these cases are assigned by
ispod ‘under’ and pored ‘beside’. However, cleft clause pivots, such
as those in (15), are always nominative. Thus, there is a clear case
contrast between the remnants in (12a) and the pivots in (15). Similarly,
P-less remnants behave very differently from cleft clause pivots with
respect to binding. As illustrated in (13), P-less remnants exhibit
A-binding connectivity effects. However, as illustrated in (16), a cleft
clause pivot in SC does not (unlike its English counterpart). A reflexive
pronoun is not permitted in the pivot, while a coindexed pronoun or
an R-expression is.
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(17) . . . ali ne znam ispod koje stolice
je on sakrio
but not I.know under which chair.GEN is he hidden
igra?ku i pored kojeg zida
je on sakrio igra?ku.
toy
and beside which wall.GEN is he hidden toy
‘ . . . but I don’t know under which chair he hid the toy, and
beside which wall he hid the toy.’

11
The scope of the particle jo' ‘else’ can also help in teasing apart whether
the relevant examples involve coordinated CPs or PPs. Consider (i).

(i) a. Osim 'to je glasao za nju i protiv toga, on je glasao
besides that is he.voted for her and against that he is voted
jo' za nekoga
i protiv ne?ega . . .
else for someone.ACC and against something.GEN
‘Besides voting for her and against it, he also voted for someone
else and against something else . . . ’
b. . . . ali ne znam ta?no (jo') za koga
i protiv
but not I.know exactly else for who.ACC and against
?ega
(jo').
what.GEN else
‘ . . . but I don’t know exactly for who else and against what else.’
i ?ega
(jo').
c. . . . ali ne znam ta?no (jo') koga
but not I.know exactly else who.ACC and what.GEN else
‘ . . . but I don’t know exactly for who else and against what else.’
je on glasao i
d. . . . ali ne znam ta?no (jo') za koga
but not I.know exactly else for who.ACC is he voted and
protiv ?ega
je on glasao (??jo').
against what.GEN is he voted
else
‘ . . . but I don’t know for who else he voted, and against what he
voted / for whom he voted, and against what else he voted.’
In (ia), which is an antecedent for (ib), (ic), and (id), the particle jo' ‘else’
occurs before the coordinated phrase and can take scope over both conjuncts,
as indicated in the English translation. When sluicing applies in the target
clause, as in (ib) and (ic), the particle can occur either before the coordinated
wh-remnant or after it. In either case, it can take scope over both conjuncts.
Crucially, in the case of coordinated CPs in (id), the particle cannot take scope
over both conjuncts. It takes scope over the PP in the first conjunct only if it
precedes the conjuncts. The version of the sentence in which the particle follows
both conjuncts is awkward, but to the extent that the sentence is acceptable,
the particle takes scope only over the PP in the second conjunct. Given these
facts, I conclude that in (ib) and (ic), the remnant involves coordinated PPs,
their Ps being lost in the course of derivation in (ic).
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(17) clearly implies two places since a sentence like E, da mi je znati
gdje su ta mjesta! ‘Eh, I’d really like to know where those places
are!’, but not a sentence like E, da mi je znati gdje je to mjesto! ‘Eh,
I’d really like to know where that place is!’, is felicitous after it. Given
this, I conclude that (12a) involves conjoined PPs that have lost their
Ps.11
The data in (12) thus show that it is possible for Ps to be missing
from the coordinate PP remnants of sluicing. In such cases, it is clear
that the target clause undergoing sluicing cannot involve syntactic
P-stranding in the standard sense, as discussed above. And, if it is
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